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By using modern-looking PowerPoint templates. Edit and Download A geometric pattern will always look
great as a simple background. The product comparison slide is perfect for weighing the pros and cons of your
products. You can repeat the same item on every slide or give it a bit of a different look to avoid repetition.
The type of cityscape you choose will depend on your own style, but either way, it will give your slides a fun
and interesting look. Edit and Download A photo of a surface of water can be subtle or quite strong, depending
on which you choose to use. Edit and Download A brick wall can make a great simple background. Instead,
you want to use something like this template pack. You can simply duplicate some of the slides and edit the
elements as you see fit. Try it out behind your photos, charts and infographic widgets. Apart from round
bokeh, you can also use bokeh in the shape of hearts or stars. Edit and Download Monotone is a style of color
palette that concentrates on one tonality with different intensities. However, for most quick corporate
presentations, the free version is good enough to use as a starting point. Edit and Download A photograph with
two color sections can look great to separate areas of a slide. Corporate PowerPoint Template Pack by
24Slides With fuchsia and dark blue highlights, this slide template pack will fit right in in most boardroom
meetings and presentations. It will give your slides a deeper texture and a more interesting look to the story
you want to tell. These can be great simple backgrounds for your creative presentation. The positive aspect of
a simple background is that it complements your content without getting in the way. There are plenty of
images like the one below which can help you get started with an industrial style presentation background. If
using a strong marble coloring, use the same colors for the content with a light overlay to set it on. Edit and
Download When a simple background has a few strong colors, you can eyedrop these colors to use them in
your content. Edit and Download A white background will always look great with any type of any content.
Simple backgrounds can be used for any of your visuals; from presentation slides, social media graphics, to
flyers, documents and even business cards. You can use the slides to introduce your team, outline your goals,
direction and progress. Edit and Download A photo of a snowy mountain peak can give your presentation a
sensation of power and importance. The template below will help you get creative with this idea.


